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Cal P oly H ou sin g C orporations 
builds h ou sin g to  attract new  fa cu l^
Kristen Marschall
M U S IA N t. DAILY
It’s been a long road tor the Cal l\)ly 
Housing Corporation (C.PHC.) to make the 
Bella Montana homes come to life. The 
homes, intended for faculty and stiff, are final­
ly being applied for and are receiving a strong 
reaction — both positive and negative.
Though they are currently being built, liella 
Montana will be complete with 69 condo­
miniums, consisting of triplexes or fourplexes, 
by October 2(K)7. The construction will be 
done in three phases and seven buildings com­
prising 21 homes should be available for occu­
pancy in December, followed by five more 
buildings of 18 homes in June 2<K)7 and nine 
buildings of 30 homes will be ready for 
October 2007.
“We’R‘ doing well on timing,” said Jim 
Reinhart, the Cd’HCi managing director. “The 
project is generally on schedule, although the 
rain in March delayed the pouring of the 
foundations for Phase III.”
The corporation was formed in 2(H»1 not 
only to assume responsibility for developing 
and operating university 
housing for students, but 
also to implement housing 
for facults' and staff.
liecause the pay grade is 
consistent thmughout the 
entire C'alifornia State 
University system for facul­
ty, Reinhart said it is difficult for the universi­
ty to draw potential faculty members when 
the housing is moa* expensive in San Luis 
Obispo than other areas.
“Faculty at Fresno State mav have similar
COURTKSY (;RAI’MIC
Five of the Bella Montana buildings that will serve as faculty housing will be similar 
to this rendering of the flat triplex. The other two plans are a downhill triplex and an 
uphill fourplex.
U ST A N G D A ILY
2-PART SERIES
lliis is the first story ifti iv on the 
lint' faculty hoitsiiii’ project, Bella 
Montana.
incomes as C^ il Poly faculty, however, housing 
is more expensive here.” he said.“For faculty in 
the early ph.ise of their careers, home afford­
ability is more of a challenge.”
Bella Montana, located on the corner of 
Highland Drive and Santa Rosa Street, sits on 
a piece of property’ known 
.IS “H -8” Reinh.irt said it is 
a terrific location for faculty' 
and staff to walk or bike to 
the university.
The community will 
include three streets, four 
trash enclosures, a mailbox 
center, a landscaped area and a bus stop. All 
units include garages and 70 additional parking 
spaces will be available.The first 39 Phase I and 
II homes range fmm $323.<MK) to $3%,()(K)
see Housing, page 2
a t » "
Poly Pack brings 
industry to 
students, holds e ^ -  
dropping contest
Kathrene Tiffin
M U S T A N i; D A IIY
Eggs of every shape and size will be 
dropped from 30 to 50 feet in the air on 
Thursday in an event to see who can create 
the safest egg package.
The Cal Poly Packaging Association 
(Cd’PA), the university’s connection to the 
packaging industry, will hold its 19th annual 
Poly Pack this week, an event geared toward 
most in.ijors which includes seminars, speak­
ers, an egg-drop competition and a golf tour­
nament.
Poly Pack primarily includes students 
from industrial technology, graphic commu­
nication, food science and engineering.
“(The event) is really good for people 
interested in design, work flow, structural 
design (and) marketing pack.iging in gener­
al,” said Cd*PA member Nancy Schueneman, 
a graphic communication senior. “It’s new 
and innovative technologies.”
The weeklong event began Tuesd.iy with 
free ArtiosC'AD workshops and a packaging 
basics seminar.
“Nothing you get doesn’t come in a pack­
age,” Schueneman said. “We live in an ozone 
Liyer, even air can be packaged.”
Poly Pack will also feature career opportu­
nities and hiring; recruiting and interviewing 
will take place in the Chumash Auditorium 
today and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.ni. 
H.P., Logitech and Pacific Southwest 
C'ontainer are a few of the companies that
see Packaging, page 2
C al Poly engineers cross borders 
to bring clean w ater to Thailand
COURI KSY moro
Mike Borger, a Cal Poly graduate student and the project co-manager for the water filtra­
tion system in Mae Nam Khun, Thailand, described how the slow sand filtration system 
works, which improves the Thai village’s water quality.
Amy Asman
MUSTANl. DAIIY
R.ithor than skiing at Lake Tahoe or shop­
ping at the local malls, eight members of the 
C'al Poly Engineers Without Borders (EWB) 
club spent much of the holiday season con­
structing and testing a water filtration system 
for the hill tribe vilLige of Mae Nam Khun in 
Thailand.
The group recently gave a presentation 
about their trip and the water filtration project 
to the rest of the C'al Poly Engineers Without 
Borders chapter.
The project began earlier in 2(K»5 when stu­
dents were asked to .issess the village's drinking 
water system. The students discovered that 
school children wea' getting sick because of 
unsanitary living conditions, and decideil to 
CLinstruct and install a slow sand filtration sys­
tem to impmve the village’s water quality.
“It’s amazing to participate in a pmject like 
this ffoni beginning to end.” said Eileen Mick.
the project manager and a ( 'al Poly engineer­
ing gr.iduate.“We do stuff like this in our cLiss- 
es. but it's never something ... that we .actual­
ly get to see thnnigh all the way — c*specially 
something that will imp.ict people’s lives the 
way this did.”
The slow sand filter, while it may seem 
rudimentary to engineering students, is .ictu.il- 
ly a large tank filled with different sizes of 
gnivel that helps clean the water through the 
pnicess of biodegradation. Putting the water 
thnnigh the filter slowly, Mick said, encourages 
the natural gnnvth of bacteria, which eats up 
all the “bad stuff”  in the water and pmv'ides a 
micmbial tre.itnient.
“It’s sort of like a giant Brit.i filter — but 
inste.id ofwh.it Brita puts in its filters, it’s tilled 
with a bunch of different-sized gr.ivel,” Mick 
said.
She added that the C'al Poly club became 
involved in the pmject after Dan Ciarbely.a C;.il
see fhailand, page 2
Housing
continued from page /
and prices for the 30 IMiase III homes 
will he released in 2(K)7.
riKHigh the homes are open to 
applicants including current hiculty, 
start, coaches and management, 
Keinhart said the top priority' is new 
faculty.
"The university is hiring approxi­
mately 50 new faculty (members) for 
the next academic year, and we have 
■illocated 21 homes for them,” he said, 
adding that there are approximately 
loo people on an interest list for the 
homes.
The C'l’HC created a chart ranking 
the priority of the applicants into cat­
egories, and while new faculty 
recruits rank No. 1, "primary reten­
tion” facultv rank No. 2, followed bv
other (]al Poly employees and 
employees with property in San i.uis 
C )bispo and Santa Marbara counties.
However, the homes are only .ivail- 
able for the current faculty members 
who were employed after July 1, 
2001 .Also, if a ficulty or start inember 
were to purchase a liella Montana 
home and undergo a change in 
employment with the university, it 
could be required for them to sell the 
home.
"If they've been here prior to 
2(MH. there is a greater likelihood that 
they have a home as the artordability 
gap W.1S smaller then,” Reinhart said. 
"If they’ve been at C^ ll Poly tor six or 
seven years, chances are they’re set­
tled.”
If prospective and current C]al Poly 
employees do not till the condomini­
ums, the CPHC' will then turn to its
M u s t a n g  D a i l y
N e w s
back-up market which consists of 
public education institution employ­
ees or public agency employees with­
in SLO CAHinty, other C'SU employ­
ees or the general public. However, 
Reinhart said, "We really don’t want 
these homes going to the general 
public.”
The first application date was April 
20 for current faculty and start', which 
Reinhart said (>2 applications were 
received for only IH homes. A due 
date on May 11 will follow solely for 
prospective faculty and four more 
application dates are lined up 
throughout the next year.
Reinhart hosted an information 
session and site tour for prospective 
buyers on April 20.
For more information, visit the 
Bella Montana Web site at www.bel- 
lamontanahomes.com.
News editor: C',aidin Donnell • miistiVi^ihilyiuw(afpmilcom ^
Wednesday, May 10, 2006 ‘
Packaging
continued from page I 
will be present at the event.
“(Poly Pack’s) goal is to connect 
industry with students,”
Schueneman said. "Packaging is an 
industry, but it’s also the second 
largest industry in the world.”
The event features IS speakers 
including JoAnn Hines, a packag­
ing industry expert. Hines will 
speak today at 0 a.m. in C'humash 
Auditorium.
"Topics range from supply chain 
to RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) to the global econo­
my,” Schueneman said. “There’s a 
place for everyone in the packing 
industry.”
One of the club’s main events is 
the egg-drop competition. The
competition is held Thursday dur­
ing Farmers’ Market from h to S 
p.ni. on Cdiorro Street between 
Copeland’s and Black Sheep.
Students and industry members, 
as well as the general public, use a 
kit to design their packaging 
around the egg. The egg is then 
dropped from 3(> to 50 teet in the 
air in hopes that it will not break.
“For an egg, that’s really impres­
sive,” Schueneman said. “(We’re 
expecting) a couple hundred (peo­
ple).” The winner will receive a 
$300 prize.
The event concludes Friday with 
a “best ball” golf tournament at 
7:30 a.m. at the Black Lake (ioll 
C'ourse m Avila Beach.
For more information contact 
Schueneman at
nschuene(®gmail.com.
Thailand
continued from page /
Poly alumnus and current president of 
the Western chapter of Lngineers 
without Borders, suggested that the 
club "tailor a project similar to the 
projects proposed by the University of 
C\tliforiiia Santa Barbara and 
Umversitv' of Seattle clupters.
The two other colleges designed 
and constructed an elementary school 
dormitory and a septic system for 
other villages in Fhailand, Mick said.
“It’s really hard for us — a small 
student chapter — to take on the 
whole water distribution and filtra­
tion system, so we had to iiarnm 
down (the project) and we decided
just to focus on building the town 
one filter,” Mick said.
The students were responsible for 
choosing and transporting the materi­
als needed for developing and assem­
bling the filter as well as personal 
transportation and funding. Most of 
the money, Mick said, was collected 
from sponsors and the a*st was raised 
through yard sales in addition to a 
benefit event at Baja Fresh in down­
town San Luis Obispo.
Near the end of the project, village 
locals invited the students and other 
team members to a cultural celebra­
tion filled with dancing, singing,joke- 
telling and lots of laughter, co-project 
manager and fellow C'al Poly graduate 
student Mike Borger said.
Borger described one instance
where he and his fellow team workers 
were asked to share a cultural song 
with the villagers. At a loss for what to 
do, the students decided to sing some­
thing everyone would know: the 
Hokey Pokey.
“It was a riot,” he said. “Right after 
we were done they yelled,‘Do anoth­
er one.1’
Borger also said that he and his fel­
low club members will remember the 
people of Mae Nam Khun for their 
upbeat attitude and eagerness to lend 
a helping hand.
“Everyone (in the vilkige) will just 
go out of their way to help; they were 
all l(H>king for every little opportuni­
ty to help.” he said. “And it is part of 
their culture to laugh no matter what 
... Thailand is even nicknamed ‘The
t i l  I  g ì  g l
.1 1 '
Celebrate your love o f  bicycling!
Biketo work & schoolWeek!
During that week Julian’s f located in the UU and inside 
Campus MarketJ is making a special effort to reward 
bicyclists for their commitment to cycling. Be sure to 
stop by with your helmet in hand for a FREE 16 oz. cup 
of coffee and Bike Month t-shirt fwhile supplies lastJ.
Join us in front of the Rec Center on Thursday. May 11 th 
from 11 a.m. to I P.m. for a Cal Poly mini-bike fest and
enter our free drawing.
Land of Smiles.’”
Engineers Without Borders meets 
every Wednesday from 6 to 7 p.m. in 
building 13, Room 1 IK. The club is 
open to all difterent majors and is in 
the process of trying to get students 
with expertise in other fields to go on
su
the next Thailand trip.The club hopes 
to make a return trip to Thailand 
within the next year.
For more information about EWB, 
visit their Web site at 
www.ewb.calpoly.edu.
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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Townhouse Apartments for Students
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WHO SAID THAT?
Mistakes are a part of being human. Appreciate your mistakes 
for what they are: precious life lessons that can only be learned 
the hard way. Unless its a tatal mistake, which, at least, others 
can learn from.
— A1 Franken
Don’t worry about people stealing an idea. If it’s original, you 
will have to ram it down their throats.
— Howard Aiken (1000 - 1973)
W ordly
W ise
O tiose: Ineffective; 
also, being at leisure; 
also, o f  no use.
? 1 3  ^
--------------------------------------- Cal Poly Radio
Your Community Calendar Visit www.kcpr.org for more info
W*4 9 MiUystones Stuffit » 8pm > Linna«a't
Numbskull Presents: Eligh & Lucky I Am, PSC of Living 
Legends, One Block Radius 
8pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
Thu 10 Numbskull Presents: Horrorpops, The Bruefs, Left Alone 
9pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
SLO Ja zz  Fed » 8pm > Linnoeo's .
Fri 11 Numbskull Presents: Fishbone, Klockwyze 
9pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
Eric Britton » 8:30pm > Linnoeo's
SLO County Youth Symphony » 7pm > Col Poly PAC
Sot 12 Numbskull Presents: Bedouin Soundclosh, O'Doyle 
8pm > Downtown Brewing Co. (21**’)
Kevin Doherty » 8:30pm > Linnoeo's 
University Ja zz  Bonds » 8pm > Col Poly PAC
Sun 13 Aggrolites » 7:30pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
--------  To add your event, email KCPRPromotions@gmail.com------
Name: Julia Rossi • Year: senior 
Hometown: Santa Cruz • Major: liberal studies
Favorites
Stuffed animal: Mokty, my teddy 
bear.
Bathroom necessity: Dove bar soap. 
Cocktail: Jack and coke.
If You Could ...
— have anyone play you in a movie 
who would it be and why?
Rachel McAdams because she has an 
inner dork like me.
Eitlier/Or
— Hot dogs or corn dogs?
Hot dogs tor sure.
— Boxers or briefs?
Briefs baby.
— Money or love?
Love!!
Other
— Now’s your chance to ask somemie 
out, are you going to take it? 
Cantaloupe guy at Vons, you’re my 
t\’pe of fruit.
— Shoutout?
Mv wife, H(M)m, (!hamp tlimoni, 
Dennis and all the lovely In Deirs.
Offering Gift Certificates for a Variety of Spa Services
Make Bliss tlie perle^I gift for
» Massage 
” Facials 
:: Waxing
” Spa Treatments 
» Alternative Therapies 
:* Couples Packages
805.787.0970 
w w w .b lis s b o d y s p a .c o m  
970 Chorro  Street, SLO
www.mustangdaily.net
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State briefs I Microsoft announces
SANTA BARBARA— The
district attorney’s olFice decided 
to file misdemeanor charges, 
including trespassing and false 
imprisonment, against four 
young men accused of staging a 
hoax home invasion robbery.
Ariel Vela, 19, Kurt Bulner, 19, 
Justin Jones, 20, and Christopher 
Williamson, 20, of Goleta, will 
.ilso be charged with cutting off 
power to a house and brandish- 
iiig a replica weapon, prosecutor 
Eric Hanson said.
The four college students 
wearing masks burst into a home 
April 17 as part of a prank. 
Residents startled by the mock 
home invasion robbery tele­
phoned police.
— The Associated Press 
• • •
KYBURZ — A mudslide late
Sunday covered U.S. Highway 50, 
one of the main routes to Lake 
Tahoe, and officials said the high­
way could be closed for several 
days.
No one was injured and no 
homes threatened when the slide 
covered the highway about 75 
miles east of Sacramento, with 15 
to 20 feet of mud and rock. The 
slide is about 45 feet wide.
— The Associated Press
‘liv e  Anywhere’ 
online gaming service
Matt Slagle
A S S O C IA TE D  I'RESS
LOS ANGELES — Microsoft 
Corp. co-founder Bill Gates on 
Tuesday announced a cross-platform 
gaming service that integrates games 
played on cell phones, Xbox 360 
consoles and the upcoming Windows 
Vista operating system.
The “Live Anywhere” service will 
be available as part ofWindowsVista, 
Microsoft’s next-generation PC 
operating system. The consumer ver­
sion is scheduled for release early 
next year.
“It means that you have one 
online community,” Gates said in a 
news conference. “This platform can 
really unleash developers to do amaz­
ing new things.”
The system would extend the 
company’s existing Xbox Live service 
for the Xbox 360 console into mil­
lions of Internet-enabled PCs and 
cellular phones. No pricing informa­
tion on the new service was 
announced.
In recent months, Microsoft has
vT
0
Burrito
B aja  F resh  
F u n d ra ise rs
An easy way to your group, club or 
organization to raise money! Simply 
Schedule an event and Baja Fresh 
will contribute 15% of sales during 
the event back to your organization
{Available in Chicken, 
Steak or Carnitas}
•must present valid 
Cal Poly student ID
ASI Events presents. • Q O O O o• 00'O o O O o7 10 '1
»
ft®
Chumash Auditorium
Monday, May 15
At 8 p.m.
Ooore op«n 7:30 p.m.
FREE
»
been pushing a number of online 
services that it hopes will boost rev­
enue as markets for its traditional 
software become increasingly saturat­
ed. The company expects to make 
money off such efforts through a 
mixture of subscription fees and 
advertising.
“The vision here is each platform 
plays its t)wn role. We really think 
we’re in a unique position,” Gates 
said Tuesday. “Microsoft is probably 
the only company that can pull this 
off.”
In a demonstration, an Xbox 360 
gamer using Live Anywhere was able 
to send an invitation to a friend on a 
PC. After the PC user agreed, the two 
connected for a cross-platform 
online gun battle.
In another example, a race car’s 
stats were modified on a cellular 
phone, its appearance was edited in a 
paint program on the PC and then it 
was raced on a track on the Xbox 
360.
Microsoft said it has sold about 3.2 
million Xbox 360s so far _ about half 
of them are used online. By the time 
rivals Nintendo Co. and Sony Corp. 
release their systems by the end of the 
year, Ciates said Microsoft should 
have a 10 million unit head start and 
a selection of 160 Xbox 360 games.
Microsoft Vice President Peter 
Moore said the early launch of Xbox 
360 gives the company a huge 
advantage going forward, saying the 
company was already on the “second 
generation of the next generation.”
Live Anywhere highlighted a slew 
of announcements from the 
Redmond, Wash.-ba.sed company.
The company also said it would 
sell an HP-OVD player for high-def­
inition movies in time for the holi­
days, but it did not release a price. 
Also announced was an Xbox Live 
Vision video camera, a wireless head­
set and a wireless racing wheel avail­
able this fall.
Finally, Microsoft appeased anx­
ious gamers who cheered following a 
demonstration of the sci-fi shcwter 
“Halo 3,” due sometime in 2007.
Earlier in the day, Nintendo Co. 
executives emphasized unusual 
games over glitzy graphics and said 
the video game industry must find 
new ways to broaden its appeal if the 
industrs’ wants to keep growing.
Garamendi asks for federal, 
state probes o f blackmail claim
Steve Lawrence
A S S O C IA TE D  PRESS
SACRAMENTO — Accusing 
the insurance industry of a “serious 
breach of the law',” state Insurance 
Commissioner John Garamendi 
asked federal and state officials 
Tuesday to investigate his claim that 
a group of insurers tried to black­
mail him.
Garamendi charged Monday that 
an insurance industry representative 
contacted him through an interme­
diary and offered to drop a pending 
$2 million ad campaign that attacks 
proposed auto insurance regulations 
drafted by Garamendi’s office if he 
would abandon the regulations.
“1 firmly believe that this 
amounts to a serious attempt to 
blackmail me in my role as 
California’s elected insurance com­
missioner,” Garamendi said in a let­
ter to the FBI, the U.S. attorney in 
Sacramento and the state attorney 
general.
“Clearly, I was offered a signifi­
cant advantage. If 1 abandoned my 
responsibilities and delayed imple­
menting the will of the voters, 1 
would not be hit by a $2 million 
negative advertising campaign in 
the final weeks leading up to the 
June election.”
Garamendi is running in the pri­
mary for the Pemocratic nomina­
tion for lieutenant governor against 
state Sens. Liz Figueroa, I)-Sunol, 
and Jackie Speier, D-Hillsborough.
The proposed regulations would 
limit auto insurers’ ability to use 
ZIP codes to base their rates on 
where customers live.
Garamendi said the new rules 
would implement the intent of vot­
ers when they approved Proposition 
103 in 1988 and base rates primari­
ly on a motorist’s driving record.
Critics contend the regulations 
would unfairly boost rates for dri­
vers in suburban and rural areas 
with relatively few accidents and 
auto thefts and cut them for 
motorists in urban areas.
A group called Californians to 
Stop Unfair Rate Increases 
announced Monday that five insur­
ance companies — Farmers, 21st 
Century, State Farm, Safeco and 
Allstate — were putting up funding 
for the ad campaign. It’s scheduled 
to begin next week in 17 mostly 
rural counties.
The campaign includes mailers
D IS S O J i lN iT S !
805.786.4596
3920 #5 Broad Street, SLO 
MarigoldA/ons Shopping Center
that mention Garamendi’s name 
several times and a television com­
mercial that urges viewers to “tell 
Insurance Commissioner John 
Garamendi to drop this unfair plan 
now.”
A campaign adviser for 
C'alifornians to Stop Unfair Rate 
Increases, Rick Claussen, suggested 
that Garamendi was told about the 
campaign through former political 
consultant 1 )arry Sragow as a cour­
tesy, not as an attempt to pressure 
him to drop the regulations.
“This is a very legitimate public 
policy campaign on a very legiti­
mate issue that we have every right 
to be talking about,” he said. “If this 
somehow has been taken out of 
context. I’m sorry about that. (But) 
what we’re doing with this cam­
paign is certainly aboveboard and 
not unprecedented. We’re very 
comfortable where we are.”
Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante, a 
Democrat, and Silicon Valley mil­
lionaire Steve Poizner, a 
Republican, are the leading candi­
dates for insurance commissioner 
and are likely to face each other in 
the November general election.
Poizner could not be immediate­
ly reached for comment on 
whether he would attempt to over­
turn the proposed regulations if 
elected. Bustamante called the 
insurance companies’ tactics “outra­
geous” and said he supported the 
general thrust of the regulations, 
although he hadn’t seen them.
“Proposition 103 was real clear. 
The voters were real clear,” he said. 
“The individual driving record is 
the basis for auto rates. ... When I 
become insurance commissioner — 
if voters give me that opportunity 
— I will base auto rates on individ­
ual driving records.”
Bustamante’s campaign has 
received $47,.5(M) in donations from 
insurance industry sources, 
although none from the companies 
paying for the ad campaign. The 
amount is about 18 percent of the 
$261,266 he has raised so far for his 
campaign, but he said the donations 
wouldn’t influence his decisions.
“I have disappointed many cam­
paign contributors my whole 
career,” he said.
Campaign finance records on file 
at the secretary of state’s office show 
Poizner has not accepted money’ 
from insurance companies.
Tom Dresslar, a spokesman for 
state Attorney General Bill Lockyer, 
said his office would “undertake a 
serious, thorough review (of 
Garamendi’s allegations) to deter­
mine whether any laws have been 
violated.”
Patty Pontello, a spokeswoman 
for the U.S. attorney’s office in 
Sacramento, said any federal investi­
gation would be handled by the 
FBI. An FBI spokeswoman, Karen 
Ernst, said her office had received 
Garamendi’s letter and would 
review it.
“We’ll go from there,” she said.
The Department of Insurance is 
accepting public comments on the 
proposed regulations until May 17. 
It will submit the regulations next 
month to the Office of 
Administrative Law, which will rule 
on whether they carry out the 
intent of the law and can be imple­
mented.
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W ASHINGTON —
Kepublicans in • ('.ongress 
reached agreement Tuesday on a 
five-year, $70 billion measure to 
extend tax breaks for investors 
and prevent more middle- 
income families from being hit 
by a tax aimed at the wealthy. 
The bill would hand President 
liush one of his top tax priori­
ties, a two-year extension of the 
reduced 15 percent tax rate ft>r 
capital gains and dividends, cur­
rently set to expire at the end of 
2008. Republicans credit the tax 
cuts, enacted in 2003, with 
boosting economic growth and 
creating many jobs.
— The Associated Press
• • •
NEW  YORK — Stevi 
Vaught didn’t count each mile 
he walked or weigh himself 
every day along the way. And as 
he completed the final leg of his 
trek across America, he said 
making it to New York City 
from C'alifornia on foot was 
only part of his story. “I’m glad 
that I’m here, but for me it’s 
never been about the destina­
tion,” he said as he crossed the 
Cieorge Washington liridge from 
New Jersey to Manhattan more 
than a year after he began the 
trip to lose weight and find hap­
piness. “It’s been about the jour- 
ney.
— llie Associated Press
• • •
RALEIGH, N.C. — Health 
officials from C^alifornia to New 
York were taking steps Tuesday 
night to allay any fears that 
might arise from a TV movie 
that portrays a fierce bird flu 
outbreak.
“We’re trying to take advan­
tage of a teachable moment,” 
Leah 1 )evlin. North C'arolina’s 
health director, said of the ABC 
movie “Fatal (xintact: Bird Flu 
in America.”
The ILSNl strain of bird flu 
hasn't been detected in the 
United States, but it has spa-ad 
fmm Asia to Africa and Eumpe 
and has killed or led to the 
slaughter of moa- than 2(K) mil­
lion animals. At le.ist 113 people 
who lived close to birds luve 
died, and health officials fear the 
virus could evolve and be passed 
between humans, sparking a 
global pandemic.
— I'he Associated l^ ress
• • •
FLINT, Mich. — A 27-year- 
old man who was mistakenly 
released from prison pleaded 
guilty Tuesday to murder and 
other charges in a February 
crime spree that left three peo­
ple dead, including a pregnant 
woman.
Under state law, Patrick 
Selepak must be sent to prison 
for life without the possibility of 
parole for shooting and stran­
gling 53-year-old Winfield 
Johnson in rural Genesee 
County, north of Flint.
Selepak and his 19-year-old 
fiancee, Samantha Bachynski, are 
also charged with killing Scott 
and Melissa Berels, both 27, in 
their home in Macomb C'ounty.
—  The Associated Press
G unm an kills officer, w ounds 2  others outside police station
Derrill Holly
ASSiKaATl l) I’RESS
C.HANTILI Y, Va. — A troubled 
teenager who died in a shootout 
with officers in suburban Washington 
said repeatedly more than a year ago 
that he planned to attack a police sta­
tion, friends of the gunman said 
Tuesday.
Michael W. Kennedy, 18, w-as 
crouched between two vehicles in 
the parking lot of the Sully 1 )istrict 
police station in C'hantilly when he 
opened fire Monday on an officer 
who had just parked his car.
The officer was hit five times, but 
was able to call for help on his radio. 
At least four officers returned fire, 
but before the shooting stopped a 
detective was dead and a third officer 
was wounded. Kennedy lay dead on 
the pavement, dressed in camouflage 
fatigues.
Maj. Bob Callahan said the teen 
fired at least 70 rounds from a modi­
fied AK-47-style assault weapon and 
a long-barreled, high powered rifle. 
Five handguns found on Kennedy’s 
bodv had not been fired.
A D
ASStXaAI ED PRESS
Flowers on placed on a Fairfax County, Va. police car by members of 
the Metropolitan Washington Airport police force outside the police 
station in Chantilly, Va. on Tuesday.
Kennedy’s classmates recalled that 
he would sometimes talk about 
attacking police, but no one ever 
reported the statements to school 
officials or authorities.
“He started making those jokes 
about shooting up a police station 
about a year ago, but we never took
him seriously,” said Yasmeen Davis, 
18, who graduated with Kennedy 
last year from Westfield High School.
A few months ago, close friends 
began noticing a change in Kennedy. 
His style of dress changed, and he 
started hoarding weapons and 
ammunition, and talking increasingly
of fighting zombies and aliens.
“He thought he w,is Jesus,” said 
Brendon Baker, 18, who had known 
Kennedy since sixth grade.
Kennedy’s parents admitted him 
last month to a psychiatric center in 
Rockville, Md., but within hours, he 
broke a window aiul escaped.
Claiming he had a gun, Kennedy 
allegedly carjacked a sport utility 
vehicle and drove back to Virginia, 
where he surrendered to Fairfax 
Ciounty police.
He was returned to Maryland and 
charged with carjacking and theft. 
His family posted a $3(),()(>0 bond, 
and he was expected to stand trial 
May 24.
Kennedy never returned to the 
treatment center, but friends said he 
had been calmer in recent weeks.
“He told me he’d been on med­
ication for a while,” Baker said.
Authorities were trying to deter­
mine what fueled Kennedy’s con­
tempt for police. When they learn 
more, officials will weigh whether to 
change security measures at police 
stations, spokeswoman Mary Ann 
Jennings said.
Nevada casinos w in $1.06 billion in March
Brendan Riley
ASStH lA IE I )  PRESS
CARSON CITY, Nev. — 
Nevada casinos had to deal with bad 
weather and didn’t hold onto as 
much money from gamblers as 
expected, but still managed to win 
$1.06 billion in March — the sec­
ond-highest monthly win ever.
A state Gaming C'ontrol Board 
report released Tuesday showed the 
win Was up 3 percent compared 
with the same month a year earlier, 
and was second only to the record 
win of $1,14 billion reported in 
January by the resorts.
The state collected a record $92.8 
million in percentage fees based on 
the March win. That’s up 4.7 per­
cent compared with the fees col­
lected for the same month in 21M)5. 
CTillections for the fiscal year to date 
total $665.9 million, up $43.3 mil­
lion from previous projections by 
the state Economic Forum.
Frank Streshley, analyst for the 
control board, said harsh March 
weather hurt northern Nevada casi­
nos, especially clubs at Lake Tahoe 
and in Reno.
Stateline casinos on Tahoe’s south 
shore were down 40.2 percent, with 
the clubs taking in $20.5 million. 
Clubs on the north shore of the lake 
were down 10.1 percent, winning 
$2.8 million.
Reno casinos were down 3.5 per­
cent, winning $60.3 million, while 
clubs in neighboring Sparks were 
up 2.3 percent, with a win of $14.4 
million. Reno’s percentage drop was 
the main reason for a 3.2 percent 
decline m Washoe CAUinty — the 
first after nine straight positive 
months.
Las Vegas Strip resorts accounted 
for more than half the total $1.06 
billion win, with $546.1 million, for 
a 6.2 percent increase over the same 
month a year ago. Streshley said the 
clubs were helped by a Rolling
Stones concert, a NASCAR race 
and promotions that brought 
tourists in to watch televised 
NCAA playoff games.
Downtown Las Vegas clubs were 
down 5.8 percent, winning $59.5 
million.The decrease was due main­
ly to the closure of the Lady Luck 
casino a month earlier.
“Win” is a gross figure, with no 
operating costs or other expenses 
deducted. It represents casino rev­
enue only — not hotel, restaurant 
or bar revenues. The win was the 
money left over after gamblers bet 
$14.6 billion.
Besides the weather, Streshley 
said the casinos had lower-than- 
expected “hold” percentages for 
some of their games. The clubs’ 
March win of $318.5 million on 
table games was 12.9 percent sif the 
$2.5 billion wagered on the games, 
while the $7.Vl.4 million slot win 
was a 6 .1 percent “hold” of the 
$12.1 billion pumped into slots.
C'ompared with the same month 
a year earlier, the table game win 
was up 5.8 percent. A breakdown 
shows $120.9 million came from 
blackjack tables, up 9 percent; while 
baccarat tables around the state won 
$36.4 million for a 9.1 percent 
decrease.
Craps took in $43.7 million, 
down 4.8 percent, and roulette gen­
erated $27.4 million for the clubs, 
up 0.9 percent.
The statewide slot win of $730.4 
million was up 1.5 percent over the 
same month in 2005. The biggest 
producers were multi-denomina­
tion slots, which accounted for 
$304.6 million of the total, up 30.4 
percent.
(.Quarter slots were down 21.1 
percent w ith a win total of $1 17.4 
million; dollar slots were down 17.4 
percent w ith a w in of $93 million; 
and penny slots were up 44.4 per­
cent with a win of $106.5 million.
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Bloc Party gets ‘Super-Boflfy^
B loc Party doesn’t need no education, yet the thor­oughly schooled Essex 
rockers are still changing the face 
of modern art-rock. “Silent 
Alarm,” their 2005 debut, was 
voted by NME as the album of the 
year and broke through stateside as 
a cult favorite on underground 
radio. (And their remix album did­
n’t fare too badly either.) With an 
album of new material on the 
horizon, watch for the next wave 
of their Ikitish invasion soon.
rhe Art Beat met up with the 
band at C'oachella, just before their 
blistering C^utdoor Stage set. T hough 
members, (iordon Moakes (bass) and 
Matt Tong (drums) were melting in 
the California heat, they warmed to 
a discussion on zombies, naughty 
words and the death of Ciod. 
Bookworms never sounded so good.
Art Beat: How often do you 
guys tour?
Matt Tong: We spent about three 
months in the states last year and it 
went great. It got better and better, 
actually. It was hard work though, 
and a bit of a culture shock.
AB: How are you liking C'oachella 
this year? You played last year too,
right? _____________
G ordon
Moakes: Yeah. It’s 
great, hut 1 wish 
it was indoors. It’s 
way too hot for 
us, again.
AB: Have you 
ever seen “28 
Days Later,” that 
horror movie?
GM: Yeah, yeah.
AB: You look 
exactly like him.
GM: Really?
What, the main 
guy?
AB: Yeah, the live 
one.
MT: I think he 
looks like one of 
the zombies.
GM: I didn’t like that movie. 
Thought it was overrated.
MT: Your work in it was pretty 
good, though.
GM: The paycheck was fine.
AB: So who are you here to see? 
GM: I’m here to see that Bloc 
Party, I guess.
AB: I hear they’re OK. Do you 
guys have any new material com­
ing out?
MT: We’re going to start working 
on the new record when we get 
back ftxMii this show. We fly back 
after here and go on tour in England 
for a month, and then we’re gonna 
record it and see what happens. It’ll 
probably be out next year.
AB: Any idea on how it will be 
different from the old album? 1 
work at a college radio station and 
your album and remixes are really 
popular to play.
GM: I think we’ll be retaining the 
college-friendly elements, so let 
them know. And adding some 
extra spice, . . . .  ........................
STACEY ANDERSON
sm :iA i l o n i F  o a iiy
MT: We’ll do songs like if you 
play them backwards, there’s 
answers to complex mathematical 
equations. And history essays, for 
some of those students.
AB: I love that!
GM: No man, you can’t play (d)s 
backwards. You can wind it, hut 
that’s never been an easy thing to 
do. It was easier in the old days. 
AB: What are some other upcom­
ing plans for you guys?
GM: I think we’re really about 
recording, ready for the next two 
months of us being creative in stu­
dio time. That’s going to «)ccupy 
the near future.
MT: And we’re doing a little hit
A
/T N
of touring this year, as prep work 
for the records. We’re coming over 
in August to the states again, for a 
couple of weeks this time.
AB: So what’s the creative 
dynamic like in Bloc Party? How 
do you write your songs?
MT: Normally we start with the 
bass and the drums. That’s why the 
singer isn’t doing any interviews, 
because he doesn’t really work. 
(GM snorts)
AB: What’s your favorite British 
swear word?
GM: Swear word, really?
AB: Yeah, 1 enjoy them.
GM: OK ... um ,“tits.” 1 like that. 
AB: That’s a swear word over 
there?
GM: It’s an epithet.
MT: I came up with a retro one the 
other day, and really liked it. What 
was it? “Twat.”That’s good. And 
“bollocks.” “Wanker” is a good one. 
What else? “Bottom” is a good one. 
AB: That’s dirty.
MT: Yes, it’s very, low-down..
AB: Is there anything you want to 
say to a bunch of college students? 
GM: Uni, bollocks, (laughs)
MT: Make sure you do all your 
course work. Go to bed early and 
eat well. That’s important for con­
centration in class.
GM: 1 would like to contradict 
that entirely and say that educa­
tion is overrated.
AB: Did you guys go to college? 
GM:Yeah, I’ve got a degree, 
(laughs) I finished my degree, as 
did Matt.
MT: I ’ve got two and a half degrees. 
GM: Matt’s super-boff'y.
AB: What are your degrees in? 
GM: Mine was in art, which was 
kind of easy.
MT: Mine were sociology and 
philosophy, also kind of easy, 
(laughs)
GM: Philosophy sounds quite 
tricky. What grades did you get? 
You have to know your stuff.
AB; 1 just took philosophy of reli­
gion. It was awesome.
GM: Yeah? Exactly, like that kind 
of Sturt .
AB: So what do you believe in 
philosophically? Where did you fill? 
MT: Nothing I studied sat too 
well with me, so 1 don’t know.
Waste of 
money, it 
seems.
GM: 1 believe 
that children 
are our future. 
MT: I guess I 
was pretty 
Nietz-schian by 
the end of it. 1 
thought it was all 
quite poindess. 
GM: That’s not 
Nietzsche, is it? 
It’s more ...
AB: Sounds 
nihilist to me. 
GM:Yeah, I 
thought he was 
all about tri­
umph of the 
will. No, uh,
will to power.
MT: Well yeah, but you can’t do 
things which you weren’t meant 
to do, if there is no God.
GM: Killing God, then, that’s the 
thing, right? That’s quite a touchy 
subject, I imagine, over here in the 
(United) States.
AB: Nah, not at all.
MT: Killing God? Maybe I should 
call you a twat.
GM: But Nietzsche got rid of 
God, so that was his coming-out. 
MT: 1 think we should bring God 
back, at a more appropriate tem­
porary time.
AB: Maybe Bloc Party is Ciod. 
GM: Maybe!
MT: Oh, I don’t know. Let’s not 
go there.
SUkty Andersim is a jounialLm and 
music setiior and KCPR DJ. Site asks all 
you imnken k> wck out at KCPR’s Carden 
Party music festival May 20. For details,^ 
to Boo Boo Records, visit wu>uikq)r^ n||¡ or e- 
mail her at stcurders@xdpohy.edu.
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New epic film 
delivers its ‘Promise’
Brian W hite
( i i i c :a { i o  m a r o o n  ( u . c:h i c a ( ; o )
CHK'ACiO — I’m just going to start out 
by saying this: The beginning of “The 
IToinise” is painful to watch. “The Promise” 
is a gorgeous movie, with some of the most 
impressive visuals 1 have seen since “Hero.” 
Young Qingcheng’s (C'ecilia ('heung) meet­
ing with the goddess Manshen (Hong 
(dien) at the very beginning of the movie 
flows beautifully.The scene sets a tone of 
fluid grace mixed with exciting promises of 
future adventure.
Or so 1 had hoped.
Instead, the audience is treated to a battle 
scene rife with misplaced, sub-par CXll 
effects, intermingled with warriors wielding 
comically oversized weapons that are clearly 
made of either plastic or Styrofoam. It’s 
accompanied by a ridiculous, if amusing, 
scene where Cieneral Ciuanming (played 
with a Japanese flair by actor Hiroyuki 
Sanada) fights off the great bulk of the 
enemy army with what looks like two beach 
balls attached by a piece of twine.
As if this weren’t enough, writer and 
director Cdien Kaige then treats the audi­
ence to a hilariously cartoonish sequence in 
which a slave
carries his mas­
ter through the 
enemy ranks 
(more reminis­
cent of the 
Koad Runner 
than ancient 
C'hina). It’s a 
bad sign when 
the audience is 
trying to hold 
back giggles in 
the first 15 
minutes of 
your movie — 
which is sup­
posed to be a 
drama, but 
appears almost 
intentionally 
comedic.
But while the first few scenes of the the need to state firmly that this movie is
movie are ridiculous, silly and sloppy, “The not “Crouching Tiger” and was not meant
Promise” more than makes up for this with to be “Crouching Tiger.” A more appropri- 
the rest of the film. ate comparison for “The Promise” is 2002 s
What follows the embarrassing battle “Hero.” Both have powerful and emotional-
... while the first few 
scenes o f  the movie are 
ridiculous, silly 
and sloppy,
*1110 Promise’ more 
than makes up for 
this with the 
rest o f  thé film. *
------
A
sequence is, surprisingly, a powerfully epic 
tale. It tells the story of a deadly and tragic 
circle of love, honor and revenge that 
ensnares a ferocious general, a heartless 
duke, a fast-footed slave, a deadly assassin 
and a beautiful princess cursed to lose every 
man she would ever love. The movie’s scope 
gradually narrows from the wide battlefield 
to more enclosed and intimate confines. Its 
true visual splendor emerges in shots that 
focus more on the characters’ individual 
emotions, framed by beautiful and majestic 
surroundings.
Although none of the individual perfor­
mances are especially outstanding, each actor 
provides a solid contribution to the movie. 
Sanada is particularly interesting in his por­
trayal of the arrogant but lovable Cieneral 
(iuanming. What’s impressive about the 
characters in this movie is their individuali­
ty. In a romantic epic like this, it would be 
remarkably easy to submit to good guy/bad 
guy' stereotypes and conclude with an end­
ing that’s satisfying but unambiguous.
But with the exception of the Duke 
Wuhuan (Nicholas Tse), whose motivations 
and backstory border on absurd and unbe­
lievably childish, each character possesses his 
own complexity and emotional resonance.
The story —
— whi ch centers
mostly on the 
slave Kunlun 
(1 )ong-C;un Jang) 
— gets a bit con­
voluted, balancing 
what are essen­
tially five mam 
characters, but 
manages to tie 
them all together 
relatively well.
Ever since 
2(K)0, any 
Chinese martial- 
arts movie draws 
, inevitable com- 
'  parisons to 
“Crouching 
Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon.” I feel
■îr
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‘The Promise,’ which stars Cecilia Cheung (left) and Jang Dong-Gun (right), was released 
May 5 and marks the most expensive film in Chinese history at $35 million.
ly affecting characters, but their focus is not 
primarily on individual character power. 
They concentrate on visually stunning 
images that augment (but do not replace) 
each character’s situation, and enhance the 
emotional impact of the movie overall.
“Oouching Tiger” is more of a poem, 
while “Hero” and “The Promise” are more 
like paintings. Saying that “The Promise” 
lacks the character development or intimacy 
of “Crouching Tiger” is like saying that 
“Lord of the Rings” lacks the intimacy of “A 
Beautiful Mind.” It is important to recognize 
that this is a different kind of movie and n o t, 
go into it expecting a similar experience.
That said. I’m going to go ahead and 
compare this movie — objectively — to 
“Crouching Tiger” anyway. “The Promise” is 
a solid movie and well worth the nine bucks 
and change I paid to see it, but it is no 
“Crouching Tiger,” and even finishes below 
the recent “Hero.” It's just too difficult to 
overcome the movie’s initial silliness, so the 
latter half, while good, falls unfortunately 
flat. Especially since “The Promise” is sup­
posedly the most expensive film in Chinese
history, its bland CXil falls inexcusably short 
compared to the visuals and beautiful cine­
matography on “Hero.” But “The Promise” 
soars high above last year’s lackluster “House 
of Flying 1 )aggers,” so for those of you hop­
ing for a return to the Cdiinese cinematic 
greatness of “Crouching Tiger,” this is cer­
tainly not the end of any revival, and it 
might actually be the beginning of one.
, Many of you might have seen “The 
Promise” at this year’s Golden Globes, 
where it was nominated for Best Foreign 
Language Film. It didn’t win (and it wasn’t 
even nominated tbr an Oscar). “The 
Promise” is not Oscar- or Globe-worthy 
material, but it certainly is a good time. I 
would recommend it well above anything 
else in the theater right now. You could 
always watch a crazy Scientologist prove 
once again that the mission is, in fact, not 
impossible (while Phillip Seymour Hoffman 
ruins his career), or you could go see “The 
Promise,” a splendid — if slightly cartoony 
— epic. Skip the Scientologist; you’ll have a 
good time.
I promise.
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Internet is an easy w ay for students to cheat | T ^SAT  p r c p  COUTS6S
Karen Aman
D A IIY  M I A N  ( { 'A l  S I A l  h - H U l l  K I ( )N )
FUl.l.EKTON — For California 
State University-Fullerton students, 
most tilings available online — like 
music — are free for the taking. 
Some may not believe that cheating 
is stealing, but others argue that 
committing plagiarism is no differ­
ent.
According to Flagiarisiti.com, 
plagiarism has never been easier. 
The Internet enables a plagiarizer to 
find sources in seconds and quickly 
compose a term paper or other 
copy.
The meaning of plagiarism is 
clear to CSUF biochemistry major, 
Fhung Le, 19.
“Plagiarism is when you take 
another persons work and call it 
your own,” Le said. “I would rather 
take an F than cheat. You cheat in 
high school, you cheat in college, 
you cheat in life,” she said.
Students who cheat are lazy, said 
English-history major Margaret 
Butterfield.
“Its so much easier for students 
to cheat now having the Internet,” 
she said.
According to a 1991 Rutgers 
University study, 66 percent of 
16,0(M) students from 31 U.S. cam­
puses cheated at least once. Twelve 
percent of students cheated regular­
ly. The average is seven out of 10 
students cheat, one of which cheats 
all the time.
Matt Tucker, 21, a biochemistry 
major, said he cheated once in high 
school, but he would not cheat now.
“You don’t really learn, and the 
stuff I’m studying now, 1 really need 
to know,” he said.
Officials at the University of 
C'alifornia-Berkeley reported that 
cheating on campus increased an 
estimated 744 percent between 
1993 and 1997.
Levels of cheating and plagiarism 
remain high, said Don McGabe, 
founder of the (Center for Academic 
Integrity.
I he center is affiliated with the 
Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke 
University m Durham, N.C'., and 
"provides a forum to identify, 
affirm, and promote the values of 
academic integrity among students, 
faculty, teachers and administra- 
tors.
The (Tmter for Academic 
Integrity completed a survey in 
2002 that measured academic 
integrity. The survey polled almost 
5 0 ,0 0 0  undergraduates from more 
than 60  campuses. The center 
found the results alarming.
On most campuses, 70 percent 
of students admitted to cheating. 
Almost 25 percent of students 
admitted to serious cheating, and 
50 percent admitted to cheating 
one or more times on written 
assignments.
Most students think that copying 
a sentence or two is not a problem, 
according to the survey. Students 
admitting to such behavior reached 
10 percent in 1999, and 40 percent 
admitted to the offense in the sur­
veys.
Cheating is not a very serious 
crime, 77 percent of students said.
The penalty for plagiarism 
depends on the intent of a student 
and the extent of the plagiarism, 
CSUF English Professor Debi Lyn 
Esquivel said. Some students simply 
incorrectly cite sources, she said.
About half of all high school stu­
dents admitted to some level of 
Internet plagiarism, and 36 percent 
of undergraduates have admitted to 
plagiarizing written material.
Esquivel has failed one student 
for plagiarizing.
“A student was sorority sisters 
with a student who had taken my 
class a previous semester. The stu­
dent turned in the same paper her 
sister did a couple semesters back,” 
Esquivel said.
She failed the student because 
the action was so blatantly dishon­
est, she said.
Honor codes help combat the
problem of plagiarism.
Serious test cheating on campus­
es with honor codes is typically 
one-third to one-half lower than 
the level on campuses that do not 
have honor codes, according to the 
report.
Professors have one weapon 
against plagiarism, the same one 
that students use to give them the 
advantage on papers: The Internet. 
Many professors can turn to 
Turnitin.com.
Turnitin.com was born of 
iParadigms, a Northern California 
company that researchers at U O  
Berkeley started in 1996 to track 
copying of research papers by their 
undergraduates. According to 
iParadigms, the goals of 
Turnitin.com are to stop Internet 
plagiarism and to advance novel 
tools in education.
Turnitin.com reports the per­
centage of plagiarized information 
in a document. If an essay comes 
back 5 percent to 12 percent pla­
giarized, Esquivel said, she usually 
assumes the student got the citing 
rules wrong.
If a paper comes back HO to 100 
percent plagiarized, Esquivel 
assumes the person intended to 
cheat. The most plagiarized paper 
she has gotten from a student was 
in her English 301 class, she said.
“ I ran the paper through 
Turnitin.com and found out that it 
had been copied from a Web site 
that specialized in movie reviews,” 
Esquivel said.
Turnitin.com is a helpful 
resource. Tucker said.
“ It will have your text marked in 
red for quotes, and they’ll bring up 
the page it’s from,” Tucker said.
Turnitin.com has since expanded 
and offers a range of other pro­
grams, including a series of tools to 
aid teachers in grading and evaluat­
ing assignments and to help stu­
dents review' and respond to their 
classmates’ work online.
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prey on  students
Anne VanderMey
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ANN ARBOR, Mich. — 
University of Michigan senior 
Lindsay Farrell is three months into 
what^will be eight months spent 
rigorously preparing for the day she 
knows could make or break her 
career. The day she takes the Law 
School Admission Test.
Students will do and pay almost 
anything for a decent score on the 
grueling test that plays an integral 
role in most law schools’ admissions 
processes — making for an 
extremely lucrative and competi­
tive market for test preparation 
courses.
But before facing the test itself, a 
student must first tackle an arguably 
greater challenge: finding the right 
instructor and making sure they’re 
honest.
University students currently 
enrolled in LSAT preparation 
courses with a company called Test 
Masters Educational Services in 
Texas may be in for a rude awaken­
ing when their class — scheduled 
to begin Saturday, is cancelled.
Haku Israni, founder of the 
company, said he is not aware that 
his company offers any classes in 
the area, noting that he probably 
would have been informed if it had 
branched out.
Sharon Naim, an attorney for 
Robin Singh Educational Services, 
alleged that Texas Test Masters can­
cels most of its courses at the last 
minute, forcing students to either 
scramble to find another course or 
travel out of state where a Test 
Masters instructor will teach a sub- 
par lesson at a slightly discounted 
price.
Naim says the Texas C'ompany is 
leading students to believe that 
their Test Masters is TestMasters —
a nation.illy recognized test-prep 
powerhouse technically called 
Robin Singh Educational Services.
For more than seven years, the 
two companies have been locked in 
a bitter struggle over the domain 
name testmasters.com, currently 
controlled by the Texas Test 
Masters. Both sides have dirtied 
their hands in the fight. The U.S. 
district court in Houston called the 
C'alifornia company’s litany of law­
suits against the Texas Test Masters 
“a campaign of terror.”
The New York State Consumer 
Protection Board has also warned 
the public that the Texas Test 
Masters is attempting to defraud 
students using Singh’s reputation.
Corporate deception is not the 
only thing students need to watch 
out for. University students often 
fall victim to false advertising by 
private tutors as well.
Mayssoun Bydon, founder of the 
Ann Arbor-based IHO LSAl 
Company said one of her students 
went on to teach several courses by 
impersonating Bydon, who charges 
$250 an hour for private lessons.
“There’s so much of this fake­
ness,” Bydon said. “It’s astonishing. 
It’s everywhere.”
Bydon said that in her 11 years 
working in the area, she’s seen 
tutors use false references and test 
scores and had friends pose as refer­
ences on the phone.
Bydon estimates there are about 
25 private LSAT tutors in the area, 
but said she would only consider 
hiring three of them.
“(While shopping for a prep 
course) we recommend students 
truly do their homework,” said 
Mariella Mecozzi, a senior assistant 
director at the University’s (Career 
CT*nter. “ It’s just like buying a car. 
You want to check all their sources, 
preferably more than once.”
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International
briefs
BEIJING — Chinese and 
U.S. agents seized more than 300 
pounds of cocaine smuggled 
from Colombia, authorities said 
Tuesday — a record drug bust for 
China that underscores how 
South American narcotics gangs 
are aggressively moving into Asia.
Nine people were arrested. 
Chinese television footage 
showed a locker stacked high 
with dozens of bricks of smug­
gled cocaine, some with a yin 
yang symbol embossed on the 
solid white blocks.
The suspects include two 
Colombian citizens arrested in 
Hong Kong, along with suspects 
from Hong Kong and mainland 
China, said Liu Guangping, 
spokesman for the Customs 
General Administration of China.
— The Associated Press 
• • •
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Iraq’s 
prime minister-designate said 
Tuesday that he expects to present 
his team to parliament for 
approval by the end of the week. 
Nouri al-Maliki said representa­
tives of the country’s political par­
ties had agreed on what factions 
would hold the “main posts’’ but 
were still discussing the distribu­
tion of “a few’’ of them. Those 
included the ministries of oil, 
trade and transportation, he said.
— The Associated Press
Red Square com es alive with parade celebrating W W II viaory
Judith  Ingram
ASSC X:iATK I) PRESS
MOSCOW -  President Vladimir 
Putin on Tuesday presided over the 
annual Red Square parade cele­
brating the World War II victory 
over the Nazis, paying homage to 
the sacrifice of elderly veterans — 
but making no mention of the 
Soviet Union’s allies.
Putin’s brief speech from a podi­
um in front of Lenin’s Mausoleum 
reflected the current, uneasy period 
of discord between Russia and its 
one-time allies in the West, and was 
particularly striking in contrast 
with last year’s massive Moscow 
celebration, which included some 
40 world leaders.
Putin called the holiday. Victory 
Day, “a day of great triumph of our 
people.’’ He said the war effort rep­
resented the people’s unity.
“And history before had never 
seen such unity, such sacred broth­
erhood, such powerful faith in vic­
tory,’’ Putin said.
He called for international soli­
darity in the face of current threats, 
saying “peace, freedom and good­
neighborliness between peoples are 
the bulwark of a just, democratic 
world order and global security.”
War veterans, their jackets fes­
tooned with medals and ribbons 
for bravery, cheered as rows of sol­
diers and sailors marched in forma­
tion across the plaza. For the first 
time, all 6,000 officers and service­
men in the parade sang the nation­
al anthem and a military song 
without the accompaniment of a
.a:
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band, and servicemen with white, 
blue and red flags poking out of 
their rifle barrels — symbolizing 
the Russian tricolor — performed 
exercises to a newly composed 
piece for drummers.
For many in the former Soviet 
Union, the victory over Nazi 
Germany stands out as the proudest 
moment in a troubled past. It was 
achieved at a tremendous cost, with 
an estimated 27 million dead and 
much of the western part of the 
country devastated.
“ It was such a great privilege to 
serve the fatherland,” said an 84- 
year-old veteran in the stands who 
gave only his first name and 
patronymic, Mikhail Petrovich.
That was true even though his 
parents, members of the Bolshevik 
Party under Soviet founder 
Vladimir Lenin, had been 
drummed out of the party and 
killed during the Stalinist repres­
sion, he said.
“We were made into zombies by 
Stalin,” the wartime leader, he said 
— so much so that he still fears to 
give his last name although he can­
not name any reason to be afraid 
today.
“We cannot digest this democra­
tization,” he said. “There are still so 
many Stalinists around.”
Communists and their allies held 
their own march, leading from the 
Belarus railway station — from
Military cadets 
march during the 
annual Red Square 
parade celebrating 
the victory over 
the Nazis, Moscow 
on Tuesday. 
President Vladimir 
Putin on Tuesday 
presided over the 
annual Red Square 
parade celebrating 
the World War 11 
victory over the 
Nazis, paying 
homage to the sac­
rifice of elderly 
veterans — but 
making no men­
tion of the Soviet 
Union’s allies.
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which troops had traveled West 
during the war — to Lubyanka 
Square, where the headquarters of 
the KGB — now the Federal 
Security Service -  is located. Police 
said upward of 10,000 people par­
ticipated.
“For me, the war has not fin­
ished. I’m still fighting, as long as I 
have strength I will fight ... against 
the government, who sit in the 
Kremlin, who live only for them­
selves and who have created this 
regime for them and their chil­
dren’s benefit and their personal 
wealth,” said veteran Niña 
Gulicheva, her jacket decorated 
with medals and a small portrait of 
Stalin.
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Sustainabili^ matters at Baker Forum
with ASI
T h 1 s M onday , over 60 
business leaders and 
university officials 
gathered to discuss 
how C'al Poly can 
continue to improve 
its stature as the lead­
ing public university 
in the West, only this 
time, there was a 
nuich more pressing 
concern: protecting
our future.
I he event was the 
third b-annual Baker 
Forum, created by a 
genert)us endowment
from members and friends of the Presidents 
C'abinet, a 45-member senior advisory group of 
state and national leaders in business, industry, 
government and the community, to honor the 
president and his wife Carly Bakers 20 years of 
leadership and service to Cal Poly. President 
Baker is now in his 27th year as university presi­
dent.
The theme for this year’s forum was 
“.Achieving Sustainable Solutions to the Global 
Energy and Environmental Challenge.” As ASI 
president 1 was honored to participate in this 
event and .is an e.xperienced advocate for sustain- 
abilitv 111 higher education the theme was ironi- 
callv tamihar.
Nearlv 100 students were on hand for the 
Baker Eorum keynote address where l).ivid 
( ioodstein.vu e provost and professor of physics 
and applied phvsics at C i^lTech, delivered i
somber message 
about the state of the 
world’s energy and 
fuel supply and the 
imminent challenges 
that are ahead.
He was careful to 
point out that we are 
on the verge of a 
major energy crisis 
with no simple solu­
tion. He went on to 
state that, without 
significant immediate 
action to address the 
impending chal­
lenges, he predicts 
civilization as we 
know it will cease to
exist within a century.
If that’s not enough to capture your attention 
1 don’t know what will. The purpose of his 
keynote speech however, was not just to spread 
“doom and gloom’’ fear at C'al Poly, but to inspire 
the President’s Cabinet and university leaders to 
embrace Cal Poly’s role in developing and advo­
cating for effective technological and policy solu­
tions in the race against the end of cheap oil.
As the forum drew to a close, it was clear that 
Cal Poly is well positioned to play an important 
role in addressing energy and environmental 
challenges, and that the university’s top advisors, 
college deans and President Baker himself not 
only agreed, but were committed to ensuring 
that C'al Poly will be a leader in producing the 
young professionals, civic leaders and technoh>g- 
ual innovations that will be necessary to address 
the looming energy crisis on the horizon.
The recommendations coming out of the 
forum were not only for C'al Poly to create mod­
els for sustainable solutions to be demonstrated 
on campus, including renewable energy, sustain­
able transportation and environmental steward­
ship of our agricultural lands, but also to chal­
lenge our students to solve pressing problems fac­
ing industry today, and .issist them in the transi­
tion to a sustainable non-fossil fuel economy.
In addition, the President’s C'abinet has 
expressed interest in drafting a position paper 
outlining the parameters of an enlightened ener­
gy and resource policy, and defining C'al Poly’s 
role in implementing such an initiative. This is an 
exciting time for C'al Poly students who want to 
play a role in protecting the future, through stew­
ardship of our environment and natural 
resources.
We already have several clubs working on real­
istic solutions to hydrogen energy, bio-fuels, solar 
energy, green building, sustainable agriculture 
and many more. Like Dr. Goodstein, I too 
believe we have a serious challenge ahead, but 
where we differ is that I believe that solutions are 
within reach and I believe that Cal Poly students, 
w'ith the support of our faculty and administra­
tion, will be largely responsible for implementing 
immediate solutions, developing future trends 
and ultimately ensuring that the future is safe and 
healthy for our children’s children, and the seven 
generations that follow.
lylor Middlestadt is the ASI president and 
.Mnstam; Daily colinnnist who committed to tolloiriin’ 
throii(>h u nit the liakcr l ornm recoimnendations and 
ensnrnn> that students play an important role in the 
proces.''. He can he reaihed at 7.^6-5S2S, 
timddlesut talpoly.edu, Al.\l: (.'/H.S7 1‘resideut
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
T h e m ajority  o f  the 
w orld  does not support 
Israel’s action s
In response to Saleem Azad’s 
article on Palestine, I agree with 
the mam point (now, before I get 
hashed for this, let me just get it 
out in the open: I am a Jew). 
Even if this event is just pro- 
poganda for the Palestinians 
(which It didn't seem like to me 
when 1 saw it), it doesn’t even 
serve to counter the huge 
amount of money and effort 
Israel puts into propaganda here 
m the U.S.
Do you realize that the U.S. is 
the only reason that no U.N. res­
olutions have passed the security 
council denouncing Israel? 
Hundreds of resolutions have 
passed the general assembly by 
margins like 184-17. Let me ask 
you, are there really 184 muslim 
“ |e\v-hating’’ countries m the 
world' 1 his is why Israel puts so 
much effort into mamtammg 
American support, while the 
majority of the world (even a 
majority of the democratic 
world) does not support most of 
their actions
The real problem is the abom­
inable treatment of the 
Palestinian refugees (and they are 
refugees) by the state of Israel.
They have no army, they have no 
land, so the onlv wav they can 
light b.ick IS by “cowardly" ter­
rorist .itt.K ks.
I)<m’t get me wrong, 1 support 
the light of the state of Israel to 
e.Nisr .IS nuieli as anyone (and I’d 
elaborate more on that if I was 
allowed more room...), but I 
don’t believe that the state of 
siege the Palestinians currently 
live under can ever be condusive 
to a real and lasting peace.
Troy Kuersten
Aerospace engincerinti 
junior
I have never heard Malik spc.ik I 
understaiul he is a man oi pe.iss 
and only wants to see an end xo 
the conflict in Palestine. .Mso, you 
claim he has been brought here 
“for propaganda, for inciting hate 
and for advocating the annihila­
tion of Israel.” Unfortunately, I 
think you have confused anti- 
Zionism with anti-Semitism, just 
because someone criticizes Israel’s 
policies, does not mean they hate 
jews.
I encourage anyone who 
objects to Malik’s views to come
to his speech on riuirsdav. Mav 
11 at 7 p.m. m building 3. Room 
213 and share vour opinions.
1 hose who wish to learn more 
about Palestinian culture are 
eiuHuiraged ti> go to attend other 
Palestine .Awareness Week events. 
For more information, see one of 
the many Palestine Awareness 
Week flyers around campus or 
you can e-mail me at poly- 
greens^calpoly.edu.
David Kirk 
Social science junior 
Poly Greens, Co-Director
Palestine  
A wareness W eek 
WILL advocate  
peace
Last week, in 
“Palestine Awareness 
Week needs to advo­
cate peace,” Ben 
Goodman wrote, “dur­
ing the Palestine 
Awareness Week, Amir 
Abdel Malik Ali ... talks 
about Israel as an 
apartheid country, calls 
her a Nazi regime and 
v’ocallv advocates a 
one-state solution: 
Palestine. No Israel."
Ben, please don’t put 
words in our speaker’s 
mouth.This is Palestine 
Awareness Week, and 
Malik hasn’t given his 
speech yet, so how can 
you claim to know 
what he has said? While
Got something to say?
I rs* ■/ ■' y
Siibiiiit vour 
thoughts, opinions, 
rants and raves 
in wonls or h'ss to
1 n u s ia  i i i ^ T l y  (w)g m a i I .c o in
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Club
continued from page 12 
tices Tuesday through Friday. 
Each practice lasts for several 
hours, said Orian Kelly president 
and senior in construction inan- 
agenient.
The la Crosse season runs from 
January through May. The team is 
currently ranked No. 1 1 in the 
nation. T he team will compete in 
the Western CAillegiate Lacrosse
League Final Four that takes place 
the last weekend in April. The 
team’s goal is to win the league 
and go on to win a national 
championship.
Kelly said that the physical 
aspect o f the game combined 
with speed makes lacrosse a great 
game to play and watch. Lacrosse 
has been called “the fastest game 
on two feet,” he said.
The roller hockey sports club 
practices three times a week, said
Q%e iNetp ffiork 6hne0
Crossword
AC R O S S
I Baseball datum
6 Word after a 
sneeze
II TV  part
14 Constellation 
next to Scorpios
15 Gladiators’ 
locale
16 Stephen of
“V for Vendetta"
17 Something 
that's pitched
18 Breezy “Of 
course!"
19 School mo.
20 Hunkpapa 
leader
22 Proactiv target
23 J F K posting
24 Toledo-to- 
Columbus dir.
25 Talkative one
26 The Big Easy, 
to Louisianans
30 William Tell, e g
32 Biblical verb 
ending
33 Apache leader
36 Cry of pride
39 Matterhorn or 
Jungfrau
40 Graceful tree
43 Shawnee leader
46 Go after, in a 
way
47 Start of a 
doubleheader
49 Del Monte 
facility
52 Opposite of 
pobre
53 Ceiling
56 Jimmy Durante s
"Inka Dinka___"
57 The works
58 Nez Percé 
leader
63 Company V.l P.
64 Actress Anouk
65 Fiats
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55“
57
5T”
BE“
85“
Baseball’s 
Gehrig
Jack
“The Merry 
Widov/' 
composer
Tug-of-war 
position
I__ Park, Colo.
Gnawed away
DOWN
Colonial workers 
Bagels.
mathematically
Teacher’s 
handful
__ Light
Polynesian 
paradise
Warbled
Most Al Jazeera 
viewers
------P^ By P u B li by Fr•nce^ m 11910-2004)
Tref, in Judaism 35 Q^p 45 pjigrjmage to
Actress Arlene the world over a
Oglala Sioux barrel?
37 “Jaywalking" guy 
Fret
K indotcontiol “  S «v e  pertectly
Da__ , Vietnam 41 Mongrel
Year Theodore
7T7“ TT-
'
Mecca
47 Delphi 
forecaster
48 Keep adding to 
a heap
Roosevelt took 
office
26 Home of Eureka 
County Abbr.
27 From ___Z
28 Iowa leader
29 Sewing juncture 
31 Josh
34 “Kidnapped 
author's inits.
42 “Listen»" 
44 Gamins
50 Noggin
51 More prying
54 Draw a bead on
55 Annoy
58 Birthday order
59 Lawyers’ 
charges
60 Water well 
feature
61 Frequent fund­
raising grps
62 Tortoise racer
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1 -888-7-ACROSS 
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers; nytimes.com/leaming/xwords
www.mustaiigdaily.net 1
Patrick Moyer, president of the 
club. There are 33 members bro­
ken into 1 1 A-team members and 
22 11-team members.
Moyer, a construction manage­
ment senior, said the A-team is 
placed lOth in the nation and the 
two 11-team placed first and sec­
ond in their league.
Some upcoming events for the 
roller hockey club are games 
against rival Santa Barbara and a 
game between the A-team and
one of the 11-teams.
The sport goes throughout a 
good portion of the year, starting 
with tryouts in October all the 
w'ay to nationals m April.
Cal Poly offers a wide variety 
of sports clubs and for more 
information on these clubs or 
others check out the Web site, 
W W W . asi. calpoly.edu/csp/sports- 
clubs/.
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Open position;
Cliurdi Youth Minister
Love teens? Got God? Nt. Carmel 
Lntiieran Chircli (ELCA) is looking for 
yon. Part-time position witk benefits 
and salary of $24,000/year.
Familiarity with Lntheran/Nainstream 
protestant theology desired.
FmII job description available at 
www.mtcarmelslo.org
Send resumes to EeachDBl^aol.com
Frankly
continued from page 12 
teams of those days m a time 
when women’s volleyball was m 
its infancy, Massey said.
(kd Poly coach Jon Stevenson 
has told me nuniertius stories 
about the passion this town had 
for volleyball in the IVHOs. He 
remembers his playing days at UC! 
Santa Barbara and on the beaches 
up the coast to San Luis Obispo 
and said that this was the place to 
be if you were a volleyball afi- 
cionadt) in those days.
He recalls the intense rivalry 
and respect held between the 
Ciauchos and the Mustangs during 
the 19S()s. Some of the best vol­
leyball in the nation was played in 
Mott Ciym, especially when the 
two schools clashed.
On Saturd.iy, Stevenson hopes 
to see a revival of the storied 
rivalry and ardent support that has 
disappeared over the years —
1,176 packed the gym to see C'.al 
Poly upset the Ciauchos m Mott 
Ciym during the 2()().3 season 
compared to the 3,0()()-plus that 
used to pack the stands in the 
days of “The Magnificent Seven.” 
Most importantly, Stevenson 
sees the match as an opportunity 
to raise money forTschasar- 
Daniel, a player who gave so 
much to the community and is 
now m need of as much support 
as she can garner.
So, the question is: Where will 
you be on Saturday at 4 p.m. 
when the two square otT for 
C'entral Coast superiority and, 
more importantly, a chance to 
raise money for one of the best to 
play at Cal Poly?
W v n
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C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
Leasing Consultant needed at 
de Tolosa Ranch Luxury Apartment 
Homes Part time, great pay + 
commissions must be willing to 
work weekends call or stop by 
to apply (805) 543-79<X)
MODELING Ladies, interested in 
modeling or adding to your existing 
portfolio? Earn $50/ hr modeling 
beachwear. No exp necessary. 
E-mail don@dcphotoimagery.com 
or call Don (805) 403-5327
**TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE!!!**
G'-aduating soon? Want to make 
GREAT money and stay in SLO? 
Are you a ■'eal leader? Would you 
like to work in a fun and eneigeiic 
environment? We are currently 
seeking motivated individuals, 
with or without sales experience. 
No outside sales. Casual and 
team oriented environment.
Two positions still available. 
Flexible start date.
Call Ben (517) 410D032
FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
HELP WANTED
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff. 
San Fernando and Conejo Valley 
$2800-f (888) 784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com/slo
Web Programmer Wanted
(805) 720-0171
LA Area Summer Camps 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Computer Software QA Tech
SLO Based software group 
seeks those experienced with 
timeline based software (flash, 
Director, Avid) for QA of 
cinematic software simulations. 
See Careerbuilder.com for more 
details. Email resume to 
lorraine.dorell@visualpurple.com
FOR SALE
Pillowtop mattress for sale. 
Brand new in factory wrapper. 
Warranty. $175. Can deliver. 
Call (805)235D940
Got a reptile/amphibian? 
Supplies for sale. Dust, light, etc. 
Very cheap! (408) 821-6253
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS
HOMES FOR SALE
Free Lists of Homes for Sale 
Condos, Mobile Homes & 
Units in SLO & Local Areas 
Alex Gough Adobe Realty 
Broker cell (805) 748-5952  
Toll Free (800) 827-1434
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
Real Estate for sale 
Farrell Smyth Real Estate 
View listings on our interactive 
website: www.farrellsmyth.coin 
(805) 543-2172
RENTAL HOUSING
Nice, laid-back 2nd yr female 
looking for shared room or own 
room for ‘06 - ’07 near Cal Poly or 
bus stop to Cal Poly (~450 neg.) 
Please call: (408) 821-6253
Off-campus rentals Farrell Smyth 
property management 
complete list on our website: 
www.farrellsmyth.com 
(805) 543-2636
RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts. 
Renting for 2(X)6-2007 
Walk (min) to Cal Poly 
Nice, Clean, Well Maint. 
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Includes: Cable & Internet 
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail., 
slorentals.com or 544-3952
Looking for housing?
Call (805) 756-1143 or email 
classifieds@mustangdaily.net
TRAVEL
CONTIKI !!
Looking for adventure. 
But can’t get your friends 
to commit to travel? Want 
to sleep in a REAL BED?
Contiki's the answer!
Mention this ad and receive 
a $25 exclusive voucher!
Call AAA Travel at 543-6454
DAILY FACT
Squids can commit suicide by 
eating their own tentacles.
Daily facts are FREE! 756-1143
ANNOUNCEMENTS
www.omegaxidelta.com
LOST AND FOUND
Lost blue green striped bag 
Please call (559) 970-9366
LOST a Sandisk 256 mb usb pen
drive containing entire senior 
project. If found please contact 
Jeff Etchevery @ (661) 332-7661
$1000 REWARD for info on stolen 
1999 silver Volvo S70 model 
Contact: 431-2972
Missing 512 USB po-t w/ naruto 
(anime) keychan i9 ) 757-0^i
LOST iPOD 20 Gbs W/ crackeu 
screen. REWARD (707) 235-0230
Lost Tiffany’s chain-linked ring 
(714) 335-8939
Lost black faded zip-up jacket 
with flower print. (408) 821-6253
Found white raincoat in UU 
Contact; sawols@calpoly.edu
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE
Sports
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Club sports on tap at Cal Poly
Jandy Jones
M USTAN Ci D A II Y
From gutter halls to field hockey 
halls; foils and scrums; pelotons and 
^teer wrestling — C'al holy cluh 
sports sample some of the most 
unconventional and misunderstood 
sports.
There are more than 15 ditferent 
sports cluhs at C'al holy, ranging 
From the seldom-hyped howling to 
the complex and aggressive rughy.
Head coach Nick Massman said 
the rughy cluh has over 50 players. 
The cluh has three divisions or 
sides that are based on skill level 
and the amount of experience a 
player might have, he said.
The memhers practice on aver­
age six days a week and have up to 
three games in a weekend.
“We practice our rughy skills 
twice a week,” Massman said. “We 
work out on fitness training four 
days a week.”
The cluh made it to the Elite 
Eight in the national tournament 
this year and finished ranked No. 6 
in U.S. collegiate cluh ranks.
The cluh participates in the 
Southern C'alifornia League. The 
winner of the league gets the title 
and moves on to play in the Sweet 
16, which is similar to haskethall, 
Massman said.
The season ^ tarts in C')ctoher and 
ends in April. Massman said that 
last weekend was the end of the 
season.
There will he a couple of pick­
up games throughout the year. He 
said that a team from Wales will he 
visiting and will play against the 
Cal Poly rughy sports cluh some 
time in May.
Massman said that with the sue-
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Both the men’s and women’s Cal Poly rodeo squads are among the nation’s leaders this year.
cess of the men’s team, he is trying 
to get a women’s team started.
The hardest part of rugby isn’t 
the intense training, hut trying to 
find a place to work out and prac­
tice. Massman said it can he quite a 
battle to try and find a field to 
practice on or place to condition.
The bowling sports club cur­
rently has eight memhers and prac­
tices twice a week at Mustang 
Lanes or Pismo Bowl. Anadilla is 
the howling team captain and a 
senior in industrial engineering.
The team finished 57th out of 
175 teams; the goal was to finish
in the top 25 percent of all tour­
naments, Anadilla said.
All howlers on the team made it 
a personal goal to average over 200 
for the season, Anadilla said. All 
team memhers were successful this 
year.
Bowling can be done as recre­
ation or in competition. Anyone 
can play the sport hut to learn how 
to master the sport one must prac­
tice a great deal and study.
The women’s lacrosse club has 
over 40 players, 18 play on the 
Division,! team and 2S on the 
Division II team, Meryl Kodgers
said. Kodgers is the president and 
captain of the team. She is also a 
senior in business administration.
The team plays all through out 
the school year but officially com­
petes in the winter and spring. The 
team just won a league champi­
onship. It will go on to nationals in 
May.
Practicing five days a week for 
two hours a day will help the team 
to is goal of winning a sixth 
straight national championship.
The men’s lacrosse club cur­
rently has 38 members and prac-
see Club, page 11
C L U B  SP O R T S A M P L IN G
Rodeo Bowling Men’s Volleyball M en’s & W omen’» Water Polo
Rugby Fencing Water Skiing W'heelmen
M en’s Sc W omen’s Lacrosse Field Hockey Sailing Roller Hockey
Badminton Triathlon Ultim ate Frisbee Ski Si Snowboard
Poly triathletes take top 10 at W ildflow er
Christina Casci
M USTANCi D A IIY
This weekend, thousands of 
people showed up to participate in 
in the nationally-acclaimed 
Wildflower competition. Even 
some of their families joined them. 
Not only were the racers there, but 
so were volunteers from Cal Poly.
There were three different 
tracks that triathletes could choose 
from. The longest track was the 
long course, which was a 1.2-nhle 
swim, a 56-mile hike and a 13.1- 
mile run. In most cases, a single 
person ran, hut a team ctYuld sign 
up for a relay, according to the 
Wildflower Web site.
There were aid stations along 
the course so the athletes could get 
something to drink or a quick bite 
of fruit (ir a Powerhar. C'al Poly
volunteers ran the aid stations and 
st.iyed the whole race to support 
the participants.
“The energy of the racers 
rubbed off on all of us volunteers 
and made us feel good abcYut being 
there,” said Ryan McCombs, a 
senior accounting major. “They 
made it worthwhile to wake up at 
4:30 in the morning to help vol­
unteer.”
A different track was the moun­
tain bike triathlon. According to 
the Web site, it is meant for begin­
ners or novice athletes. It consists 
of a .25-mile swim, a 10-mile hike 
and a two-mile run. The age 
groups for this race ranged from 8 
and under to 70 and older, accord­
ing to the site.
The track that college students 
competed in the most was the 
Olympic Distance Triathlon. This
was meant for amateurs and rehiy 
teams. It consisted of a 1.5K swim, 
a 40K hike and a lOK run. 
C'olleges could sign up as teams 
and have a collective time. The C'al 
Poly team, according to the Web 
site, consisted of Cdiris Turkovich, 
Evan Rudd, Anthony Yount, 
Melissa Barrett, Ashley Erickson 
and Tamara Presser. Their collec­
tive time was 14 hours, 24 min­
utes, and 17 seconds, which was a 
better time than U('l.A, C'al State 
Long Beach and others. All three 
males finished in the top 10 of 
males in the collegiate competi­
tion and all three females did the 
same.
According to weather.com, the 
weather on Saturday hit 76 degrees 
and on Sunday 84 degrees. On 
Saturday, the Long C'ourse and 
Mountain Bike triathlons took
place and the Olympic distance 
triathlon took place on Sunday.
“The weather was amazing,” 
McCombs said.“ It wasn’t too cold 
or hot during the race and it made 
the weekend even better because 
it’s the first long stretch of good 
weather Poly students have seen in 
.Twhile.”
Turnout was high for all races. 
For the long course, 49 profession­
als and 1,755 amateurs finished. In 
the Olympic distance triathlon, 
2,584 participants finished the race 
and 724 racers finished the moun­
tain bike triathlon, according to the 
Web site.
The volunteers enjoyed their 
time helping, McCTYinbs said.
“Everyone was just happy to be 
there helping out and hanging out 
with their friends,” McC'ombs 
said.
Frank Stranzl
S I'O R TS  EDI u r n
Imagine jogging down Grand Avenue with a few close friends, the wind 
bristling through your hair and 
the sun shining on your glistening 
skin.You’ve got a light sweat 
going as you huff and puff your 
way toward Monterey Street.
“Just 10 more minutes,” your 
friend shouts with encourage­
ment.
But today is anything but a typ­
ical day — as you turn right onto 
Monterey Street, you hear the 
roar of a car coming from behind. 
Cars are constantly passing by, but 
this one seems unnaturally close.
All you hear next is a colossal 
thud as your body is thrown into 
the air and then crashes to the 
cement. You can hear your 
friends’ voices, but they’re fading 
... along with your thoughts and 
sight. Everything is black.
The next image you have 
comes a week later, an air tube in 
your mouth, an IV strapped to 
your wrist and wires everywhere. 
You don’t remember what hap­
pened or why you’re laying in a 
hospital bed in pain.
C'arol Tschasar-Daniel knows 
what it’s like to wake up in that 
hospital bed. A car struck the for­
mer Cal Poly volleyball standout 
while she was jogging with three 
friends at Dana Point, C'alif. on 
April 8.
While much of the student 
body will go unaffected by her 
tragic story, Tschasar-Daniel 
remains in the hospital, her three 
children waiting at home and her 
husband at her bedside.
Now, as she and her family try 
to recuperate from this tragedy. 
Cal Poly has a chance to make a 
difference by packing Mott Gym 
for an exhibition match between 
UC' Santa Barbara and the 
Mustangs. Donations will be 
accepted at the game to benefit 
Tschasar-Daniel, but that’s not the 
only reason to attend.
Believe it or not, there once 
w.as a time when volleyball was 
the big ticket m town.Thousands 
of fans would pack the gym to see 
some of the top women’s teams in 
the nation competing in Mott 
Gym.
The spirit of “1 he Magnificent 
Seven,” a nickname given to the 
1985 Cal Poly squad by then local 
sports caster Mitch Massey, still 
flows within Mott (iym.That 
team donned the No. 1 national 
ranking for several weeks and 
electrified fans with a camaraderie 
and skill level well beyond most
see Frankly, page 11
